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Abstract
Data collected with the DELPHI detector from 1993 to 1995 combined with
previous DELPHI results for data from 1991 and 1992 yield the branching
fractions B(τ ! eνν) = (17.877  0.109stat  0.110sys)% and B(τ ! µνν) =
(17.325 0.095stat  0.077sys)%.
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11 Introduction
A fundamental assumption of the Standard Model of electroweak interactions, SM, is
universality of the charged and the neutral weak currents. The study of τ decays at LEP
provides a powerful tool for testing this assumption for charged currents. Within the SM
the rate for the decay τ ! lντνl can be written as [1]:










where it is assumed that the neutrinos are massless. Here, f(
m2l
m2τ





) = 1.0000 and f(
m2µ
m2τ
) = 0.9726. The quantity rτRC is a factor due to
electroweak radiative corrections, which to a good approximation has the value 0.9960,
both for τ ! eνν and τ ! µνν decays. Glτ is the coupling of the tau to a lepton of type
l, and equals the Fermi coupling constant if lepton universality holds.
The branching fractions of the decays τ ! µνν and τ ! eνν can be used to test
universality in the couplings of the leptons to the weak charged current by noting that





and computing the ratio of the branching ratios into the two
nal states:
B(τ ! µνν)














Hence, we have a direct comparison between gµ and ge, the couplings of the muon and
electron to the charged weak current.
Using the τ and muon mass and lifetime measurements together with the analogue of
equation 1 for muon decay, further universality tests can be performed.
First, eliminating ge, τ - µ universality can be tested through the relation:




















 ττ , (3)
where τµ and ττ are µ and τ lifetimes. The quantity r
µ
RC accounts for electroweak correc-
tions in muon decay, and the factor inside the square brackets equals 1.0004.
Second, if gµ is eliminated, τ - e universality can be tested through the relation:




















 ττ . (4)
Here, the factor inside the square brackets equals 0.9731.
Also to be noted is that the values of B(τ ! eνν) and B(τ ! µνν) are necessary
inputs to the quantity
Rτ =
Γ(τ ! ντ + hadrons)
Γ(τ ! eνν) , (5)
essential for studies of QCD at the τ mass scale [2]. This oers a further motivation for
making these measurements.
Precise measurements of the leptonic branching fractions of the τ also constrain the τ
neutrino mass, mντ [3].
2In the following, measurements of B(τ ! eνν) and B(τ ! µνν) are presented using
data from the DELPHI experiment at LEP collected from 1993 through 1995. Combined
with previously published measurements by the DELPHI collaboration [4] using 1991 and
1992 data, numbers on B(τ ! eνν) and B(τ ! µνν) based on DELPHI data from 1991
through 1995 are given. These results are then used to test lepton universality. Finally,
an estimate of Rτ and a limit on mντ are given based on these measurements.
2 Method
At LEP an abundant supply of τ leptons is produced through the reaction e+e− !
Z0 ! τ+τ−. At these energies, low multiplicity combined with missing energy due to
escaping neutrinos cleanly separates the τ+τ− pairs from other event types, and selection
algorithms can be found which are nearly independent of the specic τ decay mode.
Then, the branching fraction for the decay of the τ to lepton l can be measured using
the expression







where Nl is the number of identied leptonic decays found in the sample of Nτ τ can-
didates, preselected with eciency τ with a background fraction of bτ . l is the total
(preselection  identication) eciency for selecting a lepton of type l, with a background
fraction of bl. In a τ
+τ− event selection without specic requirements to one of the two
τ candidates in the event, τ will be identical to the τ
+τ− event selection eciency.
For systematic studies, it is useful to factorise l into the product l = 
l
τidl , where lτ
is the eciency for preselecting a τ decaying to a lepton of type l, and idi is the eciency
for identifying this lepton, measured with respect to the sample of preselected decays.
Then the ‘bias factor’ dened as βl = τ/
l
τ is expected to be close to unity for τ
+τ−
selection algorithms based on purely topological requirements. Several systematic eects
on τ might cancel in the ratio βl. In the expression above, uncertainties due to the τ
+τ−
production cross-section and the integrated luminosity do not enter. This also helps to
reduce the systematic uncertainties of the measurements.
The selection procedures were studied using simulated events which were passed
through a detailed simulation of the detector response and reconstructed with the
same program as the real data. The event generators used were: KORALZ [5]
with the TAUOLA 2.5 decay package [6] for e+e− ! τ+τ− events, DYMU3 [7] for
e+e− ! µ+µ− events, BABAMC [8] for e+e− ! e+e−, JETSET 7.3 [9] for e+e− ! qq
events and the BDK generator [10] for events with four fermions in the nal state,
e+e−e+e−, e+e−µ+µ−, e+e−τ+τ− and µ+µ−µ+µ−. These events include two photon re-
actions, and are hereafter called four-fermion events also in the common case when one
or two of the nal state particles escaped detection. Test samples identied in the data
and the use of the redundancy between dierent components of the detector allowed de-
tailed checks of the simulated detector response. In the case of discrepancies, corrections
were derived. With an expected statistical precision well below 1%, these checks are of
vital importance in order to keep the systematic uncertainty smaller, and the methods
will be detailed below.
33 The DELPHI detector
A detailed description of the DELPHI detector and its performance can be found in
[11]. The principal detector components used in this analysis are the tracking devices
for charged particle momentum reconstruction, the High Density Projection Chamber
(HPC) for electron and photon identication, and the Hadron CALorimeter (HCAL)
and muon chambers for muon identication. The main tracking device in DELPHI is
the Time Projection Chamber (TPC) which is a large drift chamber extending over the
radial distance 35 cm < R < 111 cm. To enhance the precision of the TPC measurement,
tracking is supplemented by a vertex detector (VD), an inner detector (ID) at radii below
35 cm and the Outer detector (OD) at distances between 197 and 206 cm from the mean
axis. The TPC also provides up to 192 ionisation measurements per charged particle
track, useful for electron/hadron separation. The main device for electron identication
is the HPC which oers full reconstruction of the longitudinal and transverse components
of electromagnetic showers. The HCAL is longitudinally segmented into 20 layers of iron
and limited streamer tubes and covers most of the solid angle. The tubes are grouped so
that the number of longitudinal segments in the readout is 4. Between the 18th and 19th
HCAL layers and outside the whole calorimeter, there are drift chambers for detecting
the muons which are expected to penetrate the whole HCAL.
4 Preselection of e+e− ! τ+τ−
4.1 Selection criteria
The reaction e+e− ! τ+τ− at LEP energies is characterised by two low multiplicity,
highly collimated, back-to-back jets of particles, with signicant missing energy due to
the undetected neutrinos from the two τ decays. The τ+τ− event selection described here
was common to both leptonic decay channels and very similar to previous studies [12].
Each event was divided into hemispheres by a plane perpendicular to the thrust axis,
which was calculated using the charged particles. Each hemisphere had to contain at
least one charged particle. The highest momentum charged particle in each hemisphere
was dened as the leading particle for that hemisphere. To ensure coverage by the most
important detector elements, the TPC, the HPC and the HCAL, the polar angle, θ, of
at least one of the two leading particles per event had to satisfy 0.035 < j cos θj < 0.731.
The point of closest approach of both leading particles from the centre of the interaction
region had to be less than 4.5 cm along the beam direction (the z axis), and at least one
of them had to be within 0.3 cm in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis (the Rφ
plane). These requirements removed most of the background from cosmic rays.
The background from hadronic decays of the Z0 was reduced by requiring no more
than six charged particles originating from the interaction region.
Four fermion events and e+e− ! (e+e−)qq events were rejected by requiring that the
isolation angle, dened as the minimum angle between any two charged particles in dif-
ferent hemispheres, had to be greater than 160. This also gave a further reduction of the
e+e− ! qq background. Isolation angle distributions are shown in g. 1. Furthermore,
since most of the energy in these events is not deposited in the detector, the total energy
in the event, Evis, dened as the sum of the energy of the charged particles and the elec-
tromagnetic energy unassigned to any charged track, had to be greater than 0.0875Ecm
where Ecm is the centre-of-mass energy. For events with only two charged particle tracks
4reconstructed, the absolute value of the vectorial sum of the momenta transverse to the
beam axis had to be larger than 0.4 GeV/c.









2/pbeam being less than unity removed
e+e− ! µ+µ− events as well as most of the remaining Bhabhas. The variables are
normalized to the beam energy, Ebeam, and beam momentum, pbeam, respectively. E1,
E2 are the electromagnetic energies deposited in a cone of half-angle 30
 around the
leading particle in each hemisphere. The variables p1, p2 are the momenta of the leading
particle in each hemisphere, in most cases as reconstructed in the tracking devices. An
alternative momentum estimate was performed for charged particles having a signicant
energy deposition in the HPC, consistent with that expected from an electron. This
estimator was dened as a weighted average between the momentum from the tracking
devices and the energy deposited in the HPC. It was used in the calculation of prad
whenever the energy deposition in the HPC was at least half the reconstructed momentum
and the momentum was larger than 10 GeV/c. The Erad and prad distributions are shown
in g. 2.
Finally, in two-prong events, the acollinearity between the two charged particles was
required to be greater than 0.5. This reduced e+e− ! e+e−, e+e− ! µ+µ− and the
cosmic background further. The leading particle momentum distribution of the selected
tau decay candidates is shown in g. 3. The disagreement with expectation, assumed
to be due to the modelling of the momentum resolution, translates into a systematic
uncertainty in the eciency due to the prad requirement, the implications of which are
presented in section 4.3. The contributions to the remaining backgrounds are discussed
in section 4.2.
Both decay channels under study depend on the proper functioning of the TPC, the
HPC and the HCAL for proper identication. Muon identication requires the proper
functioning of the muon chambers in addition. The result is that the e+e− ! τ+τ−
selection for muon identication is based on a sample corresponding to a slightly lower
integrated luminosity than the sample used for electron identication.
The electron identication relies on the HPC, and e+e− ! τ+τ− candidates were only
accepted for electron identication if at least one of the leading particle tracks could
be extrapolated to a point on the HPC surface more than 1 away from the centre of
an azimuthal inter-module boundary. This purely geometric requirement results in a
slight reduction in the preselection eciency for electron identication compared to the
preselection eciency of the sample used for muon identication.
Table 1 summarises the results of the τ+τ− selections for the two modes.
4.2 Backgrounds in the preselection samples
The backgrounds in the preselected τ+τ− samples amount to about 3%, and should
be known with a relative precision of 10% or better to give a systematic error well below
the expected statistical precision of the measurements. Predictions from simulation must
be checked carefully, as the backgrounds usually come from tails of distributions. Eects
of observed discrepancies between simulation and data must be evaluated.
The e+e− ! µ+µ− and Bhabha backgrounds were measured by tting these contribu-
tions to the prad and Erad distributions respectively, when all other requirements in the
selection were applied (Fig. 2). The dierences between data and simulation influence
the τ+τ− eciency as well as the background estimate, and in order to avoid the wrong
attribution of eciency eects to a discrepant background, the range of the t was cho-
5Decay mode to be identied τ ! µνν τ ! eνν
Integrated luminosity (pb−1) 108 112
Number of τ pairs 68655 68668
Eciency (%) 52.57 0.04 50.87 0.04
Backgrounds (%)
e+e− 0.80 0.12 0.74 0.11
qq 0.68 0.04 0.69 0.04
µ+µ− 0.32 0.01 0.32 0.01
e+e−e+e− 0.70 0.07 0.70 0.07
e+e−τ+τ− 0.39 0.04 0.39 0.04
e+e−µ+µ− 0.26 0.03 0.26 0.03
cosmics 0.034 0.002 0.033 0.002
Total 3.19 0.15 3.14 0.15
Table 1: Summary of τ+τ− selection statistics. The middle column is the number ob-
tained for extraction of B(τ ! µνν) and the right column is that used for B(τ ! eνν).
The uncertainties quoted here are from the measurements of the background levels and
from simulation statistics. Additional uncertainties are discussed in the text and listed
in separate tables for each of the two decay modes.
sen to cover a region dominated by background. The muon pair contribution to prad was
tted in the region 1.2 < prad < 1.4 and had a χ
2 of 4.9 for 9 degrees of freedom with
an uncertainty in the background of  3%. Similarly the t of the Bhabha contribution
to Erad was tted in the region 1.3 < Erad < 1.5 and had a χ
2 of 2.4 for 9 degrees of
freedom with an uncertainty of  7%.
The BABAMC event generator simulates radiative corrections to order α. Newer gen-
erators, which take into account higher order eects, are presently available. Two of these
generators, UNIBAB [14] and BHWIDE [15], were compared to BABAMC and show a
signicantly larger number of events with small isolation angle and in the low energy tail
of the Erad distribution. After determining the resolution function from fully simulated
BABAMC events, a comparison of the three generators was performed for events with an
electron identied (sect. 5) in each hemisphere. It was found that the UNIBAB generator
produced an enhancement in the Erad distribution around Erad=1 which was not seen in
the data, and it was thus assumed that the background prediciton from UNIBAB would
be too high. With the data available, a distinction between BHWIDE and UNIBAB
could not be made. Using a sample of events with just one electron identied, it could
be determined that BHWIDE predicts 15% more background than BABAMC. Since BH-
WIDE is expected to be more accurate than BABAMC, a 15% upward adjustment of the
Bhabha background was made, adding the full adjustment as an additional uncertainty
to the Bhabha background.
The amount of e+e− ! qq background was determined by studying the isolation angle
distribution (see g. 1). Selecting events with charged particle multiplicity of 5 or 6 gave
a sample enhanced with e+e− ! qq events. For this sample of events, the isolation angle
distribution was dominated by e+e− ! qq events for the region between 120 and 160,
the other main contribution being τ+τ− events. The amount of e+e− ! qq background
was adjusted to t the fraction of events observed in this region with respect to the
number seen in the region 120 to 180. Adjustments of the e+e− ! qq background of
6-2% to -8% (depending on the year the data were taken) relative to the estimate using
the e+e− ! qq cross-section were required.
The four-fermion background feeds into the isolation angle distribution from the low
side. Without the isolation angle requirement, the leading track momentum distribution
of the τ+τ− sample shows a very large enhancement at low momenta. Most of this is due
to e+e− ! (e+e−)qq events, a background which is negligible in the accepted region, as the
isolation angle for these events is generally much smaller than 160. The verication of the
remaining four-fermion background was therefore performed on the sample of identied
electrons and muons, and was assumed to hold also for the preselected τ+τ− sample.
Since no further rejection of four-fermion background was made in the muon analysis, and
since the e+e− ! (e+e−)e+e− suppression performed for the electron analysis (see sect.
6.1) has negligible eect on the nal branching fraction estimate, this assumption seems
to be well justied. Simulation showed that the contribution from e+e− ! (e+e−)τ+τ−
events was signicant, and had to be accounted for to get a satisfactory description of the
nal momentum, isolation angle and acollinearity distributions. After an adjustment of
each of the three four-fermion background components by +(1010)%, overall agreement
between data and simulation was found in the preselected sample as well as in the τ ! eνν
and τ ! µνν samples.
The level of cosmic ray events in the sample was estimated by studying the impact
parameter distribution. Plotting r1 versus r2, where r1 and r2 are the impact parameters
of the leading track of each hemisphere, the cosmic ray events are clearly observed as
a diagonal band (g. 4). The density of events in this band was used to estimate the
amount of cosmic ray events satisfying the impact parameter requirements.
4.3 Efficiency of the preselection sample
Having estimated the backgrounds, the eciency of a given requirement was checked
by comparing the number of events rejected by this requirement in data to the corre-
sponding number from simulation. These numbers were background subtracted to get
eciency estimates, data and mc. The observed dierences were taken as estimates of
the systematic uncertainties associated to the eciencies of the requirements. For the
isolation angle requirement, only the region with isolation angle larger than 140 was con-
sidered, as the distribution at smaller isolation angles is dominated by e+e− ! (e+e−)qq
events, a background which is not present in the nal sample.
As noted in section 2, it is the way the bias factor, βl, is aected by an uncertainty
in τ which is relevant for the systematic uncertainty in the branching fraction. To
estimate the slope of this dependence, the change in βl was computed for a given change
in τ by varying each requirement around its chosen value. Then the relative systematic
uncertainty on βl was computed as the product between this slope and the systematic
uncertainty in the eciency as dened above. Table 2 summarizes the results of this
study. The resulting systematic uncertainties due to the bias factor are about a quarter
of the statistical uncertainty for the τ ! eνν measurement, and just below half of it for
the τ ! µνν case. The larger uncertainty in the τ ! µνν is mainly due to the Erad
requirement which aects τ ! µνν decays much less than the other τ decays, causing a
departure from unity of the bias factor, βµ, of about 6%.
The systematic uncertainty due to the track impact parameter requirements was de-
termined by varying the requirements with 10% of their values, and estimating the cor-
responding changes the branching fraction estimates. Polar and azimuthal angular dis-








Erad 0.996 0.17 0.05 -0.68 0.20
Prad 0.992 -0.11 0.07 0.04 0.02
Isolation angle 0.994 0.08 0.05 -0.27 0.16
Visible energy 0.999 0.91 0.05 1.00 0.06
Acolinearity 0.999 0.19 0.01 0.35 0.02
Missing pt 0.998 0.25 0.04 0.15 0.02
Charged track multiplicity - - 0.13 - 0.07
Track vertex requirements - - 0.03 - 0.06
Possible trigger bias - - 0.007 - 0.033
Total systematic 0.18 0.28
Table 2: Dependence of the bias factor, βl, for a change in eciency due to a change of
requirement in a given variable, and resulting systematic uncertainty on the bias factor.
Further systematic uncertainties on βl due to the track quality, track multiplicity and
trigger requirements.
events in the real data around the azimuthal boundaries between TPC modules was found
also in the τ ! µνν sample, but to a lesser extent in the τ ! eνν sample, hence leading
to a possible undescribed bias in that channel. Finally, the multiplicity distribution of τ
decays opposite to a τ decay with just one charged particle was studied to compare data
and simulation in the number of τ+τ− events rejected due to a total charged particle
multiplicity larger than 6.
While the trigger eciency to τ+τ− pairs is very close to unity, a loss of µ+µ− pairs
of 0.23% has been observed. Clearly, some τ+τ− with the decay mode τ ! µνν for
both τ -leptons may have been lost too. This aects the bias factors, and the correspond-
ing changes in the branching fraction estimates were included as contributions to the
systematic uncertainties.
5 Analysis of τ ! µνν¯ decays
5.1 Identification requirements
Muons were selected with very high eciency by requiring that the muon candidate
satised at least one of the following conditions: either 1) no single HCAL layer should
have more than 3 GeV of deposited energy while the outermost layer should have at least
0.2 GeV, or 2) at least two hits in the muon chambers should be associated to the extrap-
olation of the charged particle track. Both these requirements reject hadrons eectively
while keeping most muons. The eciency of the muon identication drops steeply for
momenta below 2 GeV/c as these particles stop before reaching the outer layer of the
HCAL. To obtain a uniform and high eciency it was required that the charged particle
momentum should be larger than 0.05 pbeam. It was also required that there should
be just one charged particle in the hemisphere. Distributions of the relevant identica-
tion variables are shown in g.5. The implications of the data/simulation discrepancies
observed are described in section 5.2 below.
Two further requirements were imposed in order to suppress e+e− ! µ+µ− events: if
a muon was identied in each hemisphere it was required that the total visible energy
8in the event should be less than 0.7  the centre-of-mass energy. Furthermore, the total
energy detected in the hemisphere opposite to the τ ! µνν candidate should be less
than 0.8 Ebeam. To suppress charged hadrons misidentied as muons, it was required
that the average energy deposit per HCAL layer be less that 2 GeV. Furthermore, as
these hadrons are often accompanied by one or more pi0s, it was required that the total
electromagnetic energy in an 18 cone around the track should be less than 3 GeV.
A total of 21040 τ ! µνν candidates passed all the identication criteria.
5.2 Efficiency measurements
The redundancy between the HCAL and the muon chamber identication permits the
measurement of the eciency of one requirement with respect to the other, and correc-
tions to the simulation estimates were performed. The resulting eciency of the combined
requirement was estimated at (97.72 0.06)% within the momentum and angular accep-
tance, and shows good data/simulation agreement (g. 6). This eciency estimate is
only valid for muons reaching the outer parts of the detector and e+e− ! µ+µ− events
were used to verify the correctness of the simulated identication eciency when stopping
or decaying muons were also accounted for. Good agreement with data was found.
The requirements designed to reduce the pion contamination in the sample made use
of the HPC and the HCAL, but not of the muon chambers. A clean sample of about
half the τ ! µνν candidates was therefore selected with the muon chambers and used to
measure the eciency of these background suppression requirements. The eciency of
the multiplicity requirement was also measured using this sample. The precision of these
eciency measurements lead to a systematic uncertainty of 0.2%. Finally, the eciency
of the requirements to remove e+e− ! µ+µ− events was veried by comparing the number
of events rejected in the data with the number rejected by simulation.
The identication eciency with respect to the preselected sample was estimated at
µid = (82.70 0.20)%. Around half of the losses are due to the momentum requirement,
while the rest come from the identication and background suppression requirements. The
nal τ ! µνν selection eciency with respect to the full solid angle, µ, was (46.12 
0.11)%.
5.3 Background measurements
Backgrounds from four-fermion nal states were determined from simulation and their
amount was veried by studying the momentum distribution when the isolation angle
requirement was not applied. The µ+µ− background level was measured by studying the
momentum distribution of selected muon candidates when the prad requirement was not
imposed. The high level of background seen in g. 7 was well reproduced by simulation,
giving condence that estimates of the much reduced background levels in the nal sample
were correct within the uncertainties assigned.
The background of τ -leptons decaying to hadrons was measured by selecting τ decay
candidates with one charged particle where the total electromagnetic energy in an 18
cone around the particle was larger than 3 GeV. This selects nal states with one or
more neutral pions present. This sample of events was subjected to the complete analysis
(with the exception of the cone energy requirement), and the remaining sample was used
to measure the background from this source. Fig. 8 shows the momentum distribution
of the selected sample. After appropriate scaling of the contribution from hadrons the
momentum distribution was found to agree well with expectation from simulation. Good
9agreement was also found in the tails of the distributions of the cone energy as well as
in the average HCAL energy deposition per layer, after applying the same scale factor to
the background contribution to these plots, as shown in g. 9.
Fig. 10 shows the nal momentum distribution compared to expectation. The results
of the identication are shown in table 3.
Number of τ ! µνν candidates 21040
Eciency (%) 46.12 0.11
Backgrounds (%)






Table 3: Number of τ ! µνν candidates, selection eciency and background estimates.
The uncertainty in eciency quoted here is the contribution coming from the identica-
tion procedure. Uncertainties in the backgrounds are from simulation and measurements
of background levels.
Additional studies were performed to estimate the systematic errors coming from un-
certainties on the τ branching fractions, the τ polarisation and from the precision of the
knowledge of the momentum scale and resolution. The systematic uncertainties are listed
in table 4.
Systematic uncertainties in B(τ ! µνν) (%)
Preselection eciency ( i.e. uncertainty in βµ) 0.049
Muon selection eciency 0.041
Backgrounds in the muon sample 0.028
Backgrounds in the preselection sample 0.027
Uncertainties in the tau branching fractions 0.004
Momentum scale 0.003
Scale dierences between positive and negative tracks 0.009
Momentum resolution 0.006
Uncertainty in polarisation 0.002
Total systematics 0.076
Table 4: Summary of the absolute uncertainties on the τ ! µνν branching fraction
measurements.
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6 Analysis of τ ! eνν¯ decays
6.1 Electron identification
The quantities used for electron identication were the energy loss measurement in the
TPC (where a minimum of 38 anode sense wires was required to have a signal recorded),
and the ratio, E/p, between the electromagnetic energy deposited in the HPC and the
momentum reconstructed in the tracking devices. For both these quantities, variables
were constructed which were based on the measured value of the variable, its resolution
and the value expected for a given particle type. The variables 
e(pi)
dE/dx are dened for the
electron and pion hypotheses using the energy loss measurement dened as normalized












The inputs to these variables were studied as a function of momentum and of the polar
and azimuthal angles of the particle, tuning the distributions in the simulated samples
to agree with observation in the data. It was observed that the energy deposition by
hadron showers starting before or inside the HPC had to be scaled down by about 10% in
the simulation to get good agreement with data, possibly due to an underestimate of the
nuclear interaction length of the material in some of the subdetectors. Such a hypothesis
is also consistent with the corrections needed to the levels of backgrounds as estimated
from simulation (see discussion in sect. 6.3).
For a particle to be identied as originating from the decay τ ! eνν it had to be the
only charged particle in the hemisphere, and have a momentum greater than 0.01pbeam.
All electron candidates were required to have edE/dx greater than -2. For low momentum
particles, this rejected hadrons with high power, and no further identication requirement
was necessary below p = 0.05  pbeam. For 0.05 < p/pbeam < 0.5, two identication
requirements could be dened. First, the dE/dx information could be used by requiring
pidE/dx > 3. Second, the electromagnetic energy deposition was used by requiring E/p >
−1.5. To get a very high and uniform eciency, at least one of these criteria should be
fullled. For momenta above 0.5  pbeam it was required that E/p be larger than -1.5.
Figs. 11 and 12 show the distributions of these identication variables in the relevant
momentum ranges.
The residual backgrounds from hadronic τ decays were reduced by vetoing decays with
energy deposited beyond the rst layer of the HCAL. Furthermore, a requirment was made
on the amount of electromagnetic energy which could not be associated to the charged
particle. There should be no additional electromagnetic shower with an energy greater
than 4 GeV inside a cone with half-angle of 18 around the particle trajectory. Additional
showers within a 1 cone around the track and with an azimuthal angle consistent with
expectation from bremsstrahlung, were excluded from the calculation of the cone energy.
Electron backgrounds from e+e− ! (e+e−)e+e− interactions were eectively reduced
for two particle events where both momenta were less than 0.2pbeam by demanding that
the measured dE/dx of the charged particle in the opposite hemisphere be inconsistent
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with the value expected for an electron, requiring pidE/dx < 2. This rejected about two
thirds of the remaining e+e− ! (e+e−)e+e− background.
There were 18273 τ ! eνν decays identied. The momentum distribution is found
to agree well with expectation from simulation as shown in g. 13. The identication
eciency and backgrounds are summarised in Table 5, and discussed below.
6.2 Efficiency measurement
The redundancy of the dE/dx and the E/p requirements allows detailed studies of
eciencies and backgrounds in the momentum range 0.05 < p/pbeam < 0.5. Fig. 14
a) and b) show the result of such a consistency check for the 1994 data. Corrections
were applied bin by bin on the basis of g. 14 b) to get an overall correction to the
eciency. The eciencies of the E/p requirement for momenta above 0.5pbeam and the
edE/dx requirement were measured using a sample of Bhabha events, and corrections to
the simulation results were deduced (g. 14 c), separately for each year of data taking.
This resolved some discrepancies seen in B(τ ! eνν) when estimates were computed year
by year. It was veried that the edE/dx distribution for simulated τ ! eνν decays were
compatible with that found for simulated Babhas, as expected since the energy loss from
electrons is saturated at the relativistic limit at very low momenta.
A very clean sample of about half the electron candidates was selected by tightening
the dE/dx requirement to edE/dx > 0. This sample was used for direct measurements
of the eciencies of the multiplicity requirement as well as the hadron rejection require-
ments based on the HPC and the HCAL. The precision of these measurements were
taken as systematic uncertainties. The branching fraction estimate was not signicantly
aected by the requirement applied to reject e+e− ! (e+e−)e+e−, and the full change
in the estimate due to applying this requirement was taken as an additional systematic
uncertainty of the electron identication eciency.
The electron identication eciency, l, was (72.30  0.29)% when measured with
respect to the sample of preselected τ decays. The nal τ ! eνν selection eciency with
respect to the full solid angle, e, was (36.79 0.14)%.
6.3 Background measurements
The background due to e+e− ! e+e− and e+e− ! (e+e−)e+e− events was veried by
studying the momentum distribution of identied electrons when requirements designed
to reject these backgrounds were not applied. The resulting momentum distributions,
(g. 15) still show reasonable data/simulation agreement, although the background con-
tributions are very enhanced.
For reconstructed momenta below half the beam momentum, the background level
from hadrons was estimated by adjusting the tail of the edE/dx to t the data. For
larger momenta, the background contribution to the tail of the E/p distribution was
normalized to the observed data. Both these adjustments led to a signicant downscaling
of the background relative to the simulation result. Furthermore it was observed that
there was less background rejected by the HCAL requirement in simulation compared
with data. This can be understood if too few hadrons reach the HCAL in simulation,
resulting in more events to be rejected by the TPC and the HPC requirements, exactly
as observed. This observation is also consistent with the observation that the simulated
average energy deposition from hadrons in the HPC had to be adjusted downwards in
order to get agreement in the E/p distributions.
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The background fraction for the τ ! eνν decay sample, bl, was found to be (5.51 
0.41)%.
Additional studies were performed to estimate the systematic errors coming from un-
certainties on the τ branching fractions, the τ polarisation and from the precision of the
knowledge of the momentum scale and resolution. The systematic uncertainties are listed
in table 6.
Number of τ ! eνν candidates 18273
Eciency (%) 36.79 0.14
Backgrounds (%)





Table 5: Number of τ ! eνν candidates, selection eciency and background estimates.
Systematic uncertainties in B(τ ! eνν) (%)
Preselection eciency ( i.e. uncertainty in βe) 0.032
Electron selection eciency 0.071
Backgrounds in the electron sample 0.078
Backgrounds in the preselection sample 0.027
Uncertainties in the tau branching fractions 0.004
Momentum scale 0.004
Scale dierences between positive and negative tracks 0.015
Momentum resolution 0.006
Uncertainty in polarisation 0.002
Total systematics 0.115
Table 6: Summary of the absolute uncertainties on the τ ! eνν branching fraction
measurement.
7 Results and discussion
Using data from 1993 to 1995 the following branching fractions were measured:
B(τ ! eνν) = (17.947 0.124stat  0.115sys)%
B(τ ! µνν) = (17.383 0.110stat  0.076sys)%.
The result is in agreement with the current world average values [16], and in reasonable
agreement with previously published DELPHI results [4] based on data from the years
1991 and 1992. Combining the results obtained here with the results from [4] yields the
values:
B(τ ! eνν) = (17.877 0.109stat  0.110sys)%
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B(τ ! µνν) = (17.325 0.095stat  0.077sys)%,
which supersede all previously published DELPHI measurements.
A test of e - µ universality in the weak charged current can be performed us-
ing equation 2. From the 93-95 data, the common systematic uncertainty in the
two measurements is assumed to be 0.027%, due to the background in the prese-
lection sample. Combined with the statistical anticorrelation between the measure-
ments the total correlation coecient becomes -0.07. Accounting for this, the ratio
B(τ ! µνν)/B(τ ! eνν) = 0.9686  0.0098  0.0072, is obtained, leading to an es-
timate of the ratio between the muon and the electron couplings to the charged weak
current of gµ/ge = 0.9979 0.0063, for the 93-95 data. Combining this with the estimate




is obtained, consistent with unity.
To test τ − µ and τ − e universality, the published DELPHI value for the τ lifetime of
(291.4  3) fs [13] is used together with world average values for the lepton masses and







The largest contributions to the uncertainty in these estimates ( 0.0052 ) is due to
the lifetime measurement, while the branching fraction measurements contribute with
0.0043 and 0.0035 respectively. A more precise DELPHI measurement of the τ life-
time, based on the full LEP-1 data sample will be published soon, with updated univer-
sality tests.
Under the assumption of e-µ universality, gµ = ge  ge,µ, it is possible to give a more
stringent test of universality of the coupling of the τ and that of the two lighter leptons.
We combine the two measurements into one leptonic branching fraction, Be,µ, correcting
for the phase space suppression of B(τ ! µνν):
Be,µ = (17.838 0.066stat  0.068sys)%.




is obtained, in excellent agreement with τ -µ-e universality.
An estimate of Rτ as dened in equation 5 can be made by computing
Rτ =
1− 1.9726Be,µ
B(τ ! eνν) .
The result obtained is:
Rτ = 3.626 0.033.
Finally, using our measured value of Be,µ together with world averages of other quan-
tities involved, a limit on the τ neutrino mass can be derived. Using relations given in
[3], the value m2ντ = (−1.482.69)10−3 (GeV/c2)2 is obtained. The 1.64 σ upper limit
14
on this number corresponds to a 95% C.L. upper limit of mντ < 54 MeV/c
2. Noting that
the central value is unphysical, a more conservative 95% C.L. upper limit is
mντ < 66 MeV/c
2
which is obtained by shifting the central value to mντ = 0.
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Figure 1: Distribution of the isolation angle when this requirement is not applied. The
gure shows the preselected τ+τ− sample used for electron identication: a) for events
with charged particle multiplicity of ve or six and b) for all preselected events. The
arrows show the range used to normalise the qq background. Events to the left of the
arrow were rejected. In both gures, crosses show the data, the full line the expectation
from simulation, while the dashed line is the expected total background contribution.
































Figure 2: Distribution of a) Erad and b) prad with no requirement on these variables. The
gure shows the preselected τ+τ− sample used for electron identication. The crosses are
for the data, the full line represents the expectation from the simulation. The dashed line
shows the total background, with the contribution from µ+µ− and e+e− shown (dotted
and dash-dotted respectively). Events to the left of the large arrows were retained as




































Figure 3: a) Distribution of the leading particle momentum for selected τ decays (points)
compared to the expectation from simulation (line). The dashed line shows the expected
background contribution. b) The ratio between data and simulation. The gure shows



















Figure 4: The impact parameter of the leading track in one hemisphere plotted against
the impact parameter of the leading track in the other hemisphere. The number of events
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Figure 5: Muon identication variables: a) The energy of the outermost HCAL layer,
b) largest HCAL energy deposition and c) the number of associated hits in the muon
chambers. The crosses represent the data, the full line histograms represent the simulated
events and the shaded areas are the non-µ contributions. All requirements described in
















Figure 6: Comparison of data (points) and simulation (full line) for the estimate of the




































Figure 7: Momentum distribution of the sample of µ candidates when all the require-
ments of the analysis are applied except: a) the isolation angle criterion and b) the prad
requirement. The full line shows the expectation from simulation. The dashed line shows







































Figure 8: Momentum distribution of a sample of τ decay candidates strongly depleted in
muons (see text): a) initial sample, b) remaining sample satisfying all muon identication
requirement except the Econe requirement. The dashed line is the expected non-mu





























Figure 9: Distributions of a) the average energy deposition per layer in the HCAL, and
b) the total electromagnetic energy in a cone with half opening angle of 18 around the
muon candidate track. The crosses show the data, while the full line shows the simulation





































Figure 10: a) Momentum distribution of the sample of µ candidates. The points represent
the data, the full line results from the simulated sample and the dashed line shows the
background contribution. b) Ratio between data and simulation expectation as a function

































Figure 11: Distributions of variables used for electron identication in the momentum
range 0.05 < p/pbeam < 0.5 : a) 
pi
dE/dx, b) E/P . Events are accepted for further analysis
if at least one of the variables has a value above those indicated by the arrows. The
points represent the data, the full line results from the simulated sample and the dashed

































Figure 12: a) E/P for momenta above 0.5  pbeam, b) edE/dx for the whole event sam-
ple. Events to the right of the large arrows are accepted as electron candidates. The
background contribution is normalized to t the number of events to the left of the small
arrows. The points are data, the full line is the expectation from simulation, and the






































Figure 13: a) momentum distribution for identied electrons. The points are data, the full
line is the expectation from simulation, and the dashed line is the simulated background





















































Figure 14: Example of eciency checks, for the electron sample from 1994. a) Eciency of
the E/p (open marks) and 
pi
dE/dx (solid marks) requirements as a function of momentum.
b) The eciency estimated from the logical sum (the ‘.OR.’) of these requirements. The
circles represent simulation, the squares are for data. c) edE/dx for a selected sample









































Figure 15: Momentum distribution for identied electrons with a) no isolation angle re-
quirement and b) no Erad requirement. The points are data, the full line is the expectation
from simulation and the dashed line is the simulated background contribution.
